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eschatology 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

a part of theology concerned with death, 
judgement and the ultimate destiny of the 
soul and of human kind. This concept is 
commonly referred to as the “end of the 
world” or “end times”

The word arises from the Greek ἔσχατος 
(eschatos) meaning “last” and -logy mean-
ing “the study of”, and first appeared in 
English around 1844. 

VESSEL FOR:

findings



Any sufficiently advanced technology Any sufficiently advanced technology 
may be indistinguishable from magic. may be indistinguishable from magic. 

                      
Arthur C. Clarke’s Third LawArthur C. Clarke’s Third Law
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It was in a church, with a whole crowd of people 
and a priest saying Mass, just after the Conse-

cration, and the people heard a terrible racket, 
like something dragging along the roof. They all 

ran out and looked up, and there was a boat up 
there in the sky. An ordinary boat, like you’d see 
on the sea, or on a lake, but it was up above the 

roof of the church, just hanging in the sky. They 
were looking at the bottom of it. The anchor was 

caught in the church door.
There must have a been terrible commotion. You 

can imagine them all standing around in the cold 
with their red faces looking up, but the next 
thing was a man with no clothes on, just some 

kind of cloth, came swimming down towards them 
from the boat to get the anchor loose.

Some of the men grabbed him and held on to him. 
he was fighting to get away, but then they had to 
let him go. He said ‘You’re drowning me’ and they 
could see they were, so they stood back and he 

flew up away from them.
His own people dragged him into the boat up 

above, and off they went, away across the sky the 
way they’d come.

They all went back into the church, and the 
priest finished Mass. They always have to, I be-

lieve. It must have been hard for them, coming out 
at the end, not knowing if the world was changed 

or only them. ‘Deep Down’, Angela Bourke











Oceanic receptors arise;Oceanic receptors arise;
Deep below we have begun againDeep below we have begun again

Hades gulps and belches in delight,Hades gulps and belches in delight,
As Tsunami after Tsunami reign.As Tsunami after Tsunami reign.
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soft under 
belly beneath 

what parts of your body have you never touched 
which can’t you reach

  
 

                                                         
what parts are you afraid of ?

It’s sickeningly delightful, 
being somewhere you don’t 
belong. holding your body 
from the other side. just 
about feeling the shape of 
the inner,  before it slips 
away again, sharp jud-
dering breath spitting 
curious fingers back 
out. 

it’s a transfixing 
fascination, feeling 
the thin between 
the warm visceral 
and cold outer. 
knowing that 
one sharp tug 
could crack 
the protec-
tive cage 
and let the 
glory of 
it all 
spill 

out.
there are pieces of you that are only 
ever briefly grazed by touch. some that 
go unobserved for days and weeks, until 
the bright of summer wriggles them free.

bits on the inside and the outside simultaneously; the delicious 
feeling of wrongness yet rightness. 
tunnels of nostrils, channel of ears, cavern of mouth. the com-
munication and translation of Internal to external
to internal
but the bit i relish most of all are the ribs. no gaps or breaks in 
softest skin, but still; a connection point. if you slip your hand 
along the edge of themyou can curl your fingers around the 
bone and infiltrate with the aid of the motion of sliding skin. 
the other side. the easiest point is closest to hip, you can get a 
good grip and slide your way along.





Descent to planet nine
Take this last one by the reins 

til, mangled and broken,
thrust it aside

Then further into deeper space
Step on the pace

We are far from the finish line of this race

[Can anyone remember why we’re out here?]

Miss the nest 
And sunlight on skin

When the light still turned on and off
And the bright squares just existed at home

Or in our pockets

But still we sign up for the missions.

My daughter’s up to her knees in meteorites
The other kids have comets she says

She wants some of that diamond rain next…

Sure thing pet.



Milkdromeda: Amalgamation of being

Mishmash of integral visceral elements.
Hands grasp for its form; start the caesarean.

Split open,
The gulf beckons 
To swallow the chronicle of before—Now.

The great wrath / ruptured
what is known:
b r o k e n .

Correction, enhancement
Remaking mutation

Inherently bodily
Intrinsically sentient

This insatiable guzzling 
Causes far reaching pain
Yet it’s all worth the battle
over Diamond Rain

Petty earthbeing,
How yet don’t you see?
The form that you take
Doesn’t warrant the mean.
 
Once contingent, now certain
Andromeda hurtles through sky 
Don’t wait for your system to collide with mine.

Correction, enhancement
Remaking mutation

Inherently bodily,
Intrinsically sentient.
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